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Presented by the Ohio Lepidopterists, this book is to encourage interest and provide detailed information to increase our knowledge of butterflies, skippers, and moths in Ohio and its neighboring states in the Great Lakes region.
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**Customer Reviews**

A thorough treatise of all species known to occur in Ohio. This book should be of interest to anyone interested in butterflies and skippers throughout the region. The section on the history of butterfly research in Ohio is rich and without equal. Kudos to the authors and the Ohio Biological Survey for presenting such an accurate and detailed publication that is useful to everyone with an interest in butterflies!

The bulletin was everything previous reviewers suggested it would be. It was a good clean used copy (former library) with solid bindings and crisp pages. The color photos were excellent and the text was most informative. I had previously leafed through a Nature Center copy, so I had an idea of what to expect.
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